
Zoology
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L1: A bug's home
L2: Spiders
L3: Butterflies
L4: Bees
L5: Birds: nests
L6: Birding
L7:Predators track Prey
L8: Web of life

Feature Lesson: 
Barn Swallows
Feature Lesson:
Tree Frogs

Contents



Different egg cards
Different nest cards
Birdwatching Notebook
Crayons
Feathers and playdough
Bird book for observation
Binoculars
Bird nature art sheet and glue, googlie eyes
Bird Scavenger hunt
Picnic blanket

Birding with (Craig Widdows)
Our birder in Durban is Craig Widdows. He is an ecologist who has been birding since the age of 5. He
organized a beautiful bird scavenger hunt for us. However, if you do not have a Craig Widdows in
your area, you can use the scavenger bird hunt cards below to substitute his activity.

Lesson Aim: 
Encourage the children to be still in the environment and appreciate the life that is around them.
Encourage an interest in birds.

Materials:

Step by Step guidelines:
1.Before the session speak to Craig and see what he has planned/where you can set up follow up
activities
2.Welcome the children to the session and introduce Craig
3.Hand over the floor to Craig(walk around the forest on a bird scavenger hunt). 
4.Set up the follow up work station
5.Keep an eye on the children and ask them to join your assistant at the work station if they are
distracting the session. 
6.Give each child a bird handbook and briefly page through it with them. Tell them that it is theirs to
take home.
7.Allow the children to choose their follow up activity
a.Nature art
b.Observing and drawing birds
c.Playdough bird making with bird book
d.Bird egg matching
8.Closing thank you circle

Questions for higher order thinking:
1.Why are birds important for our environment?
2.How does birdwatching make you feel?
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Bird Search

A bird in flight A tiny bird

A bird eating A bird nest

A bird of prey

A black bird A feather

A bird speaking A colourful bird

A weaver A bird preening A bird with two
colours
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My birdwatching notebook
Name of bird:

Date:

Location:

Drawing of bird:

 

Behaviour:
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